36	M'ining
iron mills at Sheffield in Fletching in 1549 x employed
one hammerman and his assistant, two fyners and their
two servants, a founder, and a filler,2 the business of the
latter being to keep the furnace charged. Here the
founder was paid 8s. and the filler 6s. for each ' foundye *
or working week of six days, and the hammerman and
fyners received between them 135. ^d. a ton, about three
tons being produced each l foundye '. At a mine at
Llarxtrisaint in Glamorganshire in 1531 there were five
men at the forge, paid I2d. a day—the rate prevalent
in the Forest of Dean among the 4 free miners' and there-
fore more or less equivalent to the * trade union rates ' of
modern times; there were also four blowers, paid 7^., of
whom ' 3 blows at a tyme and one of them stond voyd
to refrechesse the other', the period of blowing being
six or seven hours for each * gad' of about a hundred-
weight.3
In addition to the actual ironworkers every forge
afforded employment to a number of charcoal-burners
and miners. At Llantrisaint there were three men in
the mine, one hewing, one timbering (this mine was five
fathoms deep), and one bringing the ore up—the hewer
receiving izd. and the others 6d.— also a man with
a horse carrying the ore to the furnace.4 For the most
part these workmen, as was the case with the coal
miners, ranked as ordinary labourers, but in the Forest
of Dean they formed a close corporation of 4 free miners ',
1	Suss. Arch. Coll., xiii. 128.
2	At some iron mills near Teddesley in Staffordshire in 1583 the
filler and fyner were identical, and there was a hammerman and a,
founder.   Exch. K. R.. Accts., 546, no. 16.
3	L. and P. Hen. VIII. v. 261,
* Ibid.

